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 Abstract: Software metric is a computation of characteristics of
a programming applications for quality enhancement. Software
metrics are used to access the productivity and efficiency of a
software product. These are helpful to understand the technical
procedure used to create software. Software metric enables
software engineers to assess software quality, software process
improvement, monitoring and controlling of software.
Object-Oriented Software Development is related to real-world
objects and their characteristics creation instead of working in
software applications. Class Objects have their own internal data
structure, which defines their data and methods. Object-Oriented
design restrained all the properties and worth of software that is
allied to any large or small project. Object-Oriented metric is a
measurement term in which a Object-Oriented Software holds
features. These are guidelines that give an indication of the
progress that a project has made quality.

Object-Oriented Metrics due to visibility, planning and
control, quality, productivity [5].
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Reliability in software development is the probability of
fault-free application working in a particular work area.
Software reliability of Object-Oriented software products
based on their structure with Object-Oriented metrics as C-K
metrics. Object-Oriented metrics are utilized to estimate
software reliability and final software reliability is resulted
from these estimated metric values and proposed different
steps for methods followed for computation of metrics.
WMC, LOC, DOI, NOC and RC are utilized for maintaining
software reliability [6].
Conventional static metrics to be insufficient for modern
Object-Oriented software, as object-oriented dynamic metrics
contain features such as inheritance, polymorphism, dynamic
binding etc. Dynamic metrics are preferred in place of
conventional static metrics due to different features.
Object-Oriented dynamic metrics computed basied on data
collected during execution of applications and measure the
dynamic behavior of software [7].
Different approaches are utilized through software
application cost estimated. Tools are used to compute LOC,
functions points and Object-Oriented points. QMOOD
metrics, GQM metrics, MOOSE metrics and EMOOSE
metrics are suggested [8].
Evaluation of software complexity metrics is applied for
Object-Oriented software by calculating source codes created
in Java programming. The complexity of Java classes in
software is computed by using software tools. The output
shows that these complexity metrics can be used to estimate
software quality [9].
Interpretation of metrics from coding is now a challenging
activity and to find percentage of coding is utilized from the
present one using inheritance by using C-K metrics.
Object-Oriented applications by parameterized constructor in
C++ programs is more reusable [10].
Automated software metrics support for software engineers
and users to measure the design or coding of the open access
applications and find quality of the software with hierarchical
metric model. The main objective is to the automatic quality
evaluation of source code for open access applications by
study metrics and develop a tool. It will be based on software
metrics that, combined and configured by experts, will
provide an automatic investigation of features such as
flexibility, precision, modularity, and software maintenance
[11].
Software metrics plays vital role to measure software
quality. A number of metrics related to software complexity,
quality, reusability, reliability, maintainability have been
developed in the past and are still
being proposed. Software metrics
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I. INTRODUCTION
Software metric is a measurement of the characteristics of
a software product for quality improvement. Software metrics
are used to access the productivity and efficiency of a
software product. These are helpful to understand the
technical procedure used to create software. Software metric
enables software engineers to assess software quality,
software process improvement, monitoring and controlling of
software [1].
Software metric as “A quantitative measure of the degree
to which a system, component, process possesses a given
attribute” [2].
Object-Oriented Design is related to real-world objects and
their characteristics creation instead of working in software
applications. Class Objects have their own internal data
structure, which defines their data and methods.
Object-Oriented metric is a measurement term in which a
Object-Oriented Software holds features. These are
guidelines that give an indication of the progress that a project
has made quality [3].
Object-Oriented design restrained all the properties and
worth of software that is allied to any large or small project.
[4].
Software quality and reliability is concerned with failure
free application operation. There is exigency for
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are tools for controlling software complexity. Cognitive with
non- cognitive complexity metrics in Object-Oriented design
with respect to the complexity of a class, code, inheritance,
interface and polymorphism are discussed [12].
Object-Oriented applications requires reliable software
metrics to find software importance. An empirical study had
been done by public dataset KC1 from NASA project
database. Statistical techniques like correlation analysis and
regression analysis are conducted to validate results. After
interpretation, metrics SLOC, RFC, WMC and CBO are
important and resulted as quality indicators [13].
Object-Oriented metrics analyze the difference between all
metrics through the comparison table. A case study has been
taken that how to evaluate the reusability by using machine
learning regression algorithms and proved. Finally, the
comparison of novel regression algorithms and mentioned
with a tabular form then WEKA software to compare and
plotting the graph used [14].
Several cohesion complexity metrics for Object-Oriented
programming with the primary objectives as to propose
several Object-Oriented software metrics that identifies the
types and level (such as low, medium and high) of cohesion
exist in the module and to assess the complexity of the
software modules and to perform the theoretical, empirical
and statistical validations of the proposed metrics and to
develop an automated software tool for the proposed cohesion
metrics and find difference between results of the suggested
cohesion metrics for the state of the art cohesion complexity
metrics. The proposed cohesion complexity measurements
also improve the functional quality, productivity, reusability
and organization aspects of the project [15].
Possible causes of bugs affecting software quality and the
major contributors of software bugs with expert opinions
backed with data set. To develop software bug prediction
models using SRGM through software metrics and
significantly correlate bug indicators as model inputs. To
compare the relative effectiveness of bug indicators towards
the prediction of bugs using Object-Oriented projects. To
predict various types of bug severities on the basis of
increasing level of inheritance using various algorithms of the
neural network on open source data sets and industry data
sets. Measure the accuracy of these algorithms to identify the
best algorithm for bug prediction using Object-Oriented
projects [16].
C-K metrics are evaluated to compute quality by open
access software as Statcato. Compuatations did in every class
and every software version and to interpret the software
quality [17].
Method complexity, message complexity, attribute
complexity, weighted class complexity, and code complexity
metrics are presented. Metrics suite was evaluated
theoretically using measurement theory and Weyuker's
properties, practically using Kaner's framework and
empirically using thirty projects [18].
A Complete survey on software metrics and its applications
has been carried in the past and the main objective of this
survey is to point out reusability factor rather than software
coding [19].
Object-Oriented software computation results to be a
important tool for software effectiveness and reliability.
Interpretation of different Object-Oriented metrics done and
are helpful for ensuring software quality design with high
cohesion and low coupling and metric quality design
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discussed and software quality factors affecting with results
[20].
Reusability is an important characteristic in
Object-Oriented Software Development, that involves
requirement specification, analysis, design, coding, testing
and installing of existing software to rebuilt in the same
procedure to create a new updated software application with
reliable cost and on-time. It is a systematic procedure of
creation of software applications from existing to enable more
powerful features to get productivity, quality and effective
performance based on the present need of the hour.
Inheritance is an important concept of reusability that is
used in Object-Oriented programming for creating new
classes from existing classes. Object-Oriented Software
applications are benefited from inheritance-based features for
real-world models. It has the capacity to solve complexity and
make it reliable with inheritance metrics. An interpretation
has been done with different inheritances on Object-Oriented
Inheritance metrics that evaluated different computation
values to explore, solve and reduce software complexity [21].
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Analytical research utilized for literature interpretation of
existing object oriented metrics proposed by different
researchers, and make an evaluation of the metric quality
design for software growth. In analytical research, facts and
information already available and analyze them to interpret
results for future work. Metric design involves the generation
of metric and test using programs in object oriented
programming. Experimental research can be further used for
evaluating results and to reach conclusions. Data sources for
research are reputed research papers, reference books, review
papers, thesis, object oriented software’s testing tools and
internet.
IV. RESULTS AND FINDINGS
After reviewing the literature, Current research is going on
in the field of quality enrichment by different software
development companies through expert researchers.
Object-Oriented Software Development is being used
mostly for the creation of software having enhanced
characteristics for real-life problems. An object is the main
building block that is a combination of both data and
functions. Software objects are similar to real-world entities
because it contains both data and methods. Object stores its
information in data and use methods to operate on this data.
A Class is a collection of objects that have common data
and behavior. Object-Oriented Metrics are quality indicators
and utilized to get feedback about the design of
Object-Oriented software. These are used to find deficiencies
and problems in design for future improvements.
Object-Oriented metrics include various inheritance
metrics to enhance the reusability approach with quality
measurements and computations. Software Complexity is
explained as in which a design is hard to understand, long
time execution and test.
Superclass has a collection of data and methods with an
access modifier, that specifies the scope of any data and
methods as Private, Protected and Public. Private data and
methods of a base class cannot
be inherited in subclass.
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Protected data and methods have a scope between private and
public members of a class and accessible inside a class.
Superclass is a base class that has a combination of data and
functions utilized for a specific purpose. Superclass is used to
create other classes according to program requirements and
these subclasses have access to superclass data and functions
with its own data and functions.
Superclass Subclass Attribute Access Metric is a
combination of superclass and subclass attribute access
values in the context of protected and the public to reach a
specific result. Attributes of the class can be declared as
private, protected and public access based on the requirement
of program and scope of private access is within the class and
protected access within classes inherited and public access
can be accessed anywhere throughout the program.
Superclass Subclass Attribute Access Metric is computed as
Total of Protected Attribute Members + Total of Public
Attribute Members
Superclass Subclass Method Access Metric is a
combination of superclass and subclass functions access
values in the context of protected and the public to reach a
specific result. Functions or methods of a class can be
declared as private, protected and public access based on the
requirement of program and scope of private access is within
the class and protected access within classes inherited and
public access can be accessed anywhere throughout the
program. Superclass Subclass Method Access Metric is
computed as Total of Protected Method Members +Total of
Public Method Members.
Table 1 – Object-Oriented Metric Results for Software
Quality
Sr.
No.
1

Metric
Interpretation
Decision making

2

Significant
Improvement of
software
Reliability

3
4

5

Estimating the effort
involved for
maintenance
Quality

6

Measure complexity
of the code

7

Prediction of faults

8

Process Efficiency

9

Product
Effectiveness

implementation and maintenance. Object-Oriented Metrics
are quality indicators and utilized to get feedback about the
design of Object-Oriented software. These are used to find
deficiencies and problems in design for future improvements.
Object-Oriented metrics include various inheritance metrics
to enhance the reusability approach with quality
measurements and computations. Software Complexity is
explained as in which a design is hard to understand, long
time execution and test.
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